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FOREWORD

This resear'ch and developnfent was perforrnd in suppori of Navy Decision Cbordinat-
ing Paper: Education and Training Development (NDCP: ZOIOWN)-, under subproject
PN34A: Adaptive Experimental Approach to Instructional Design. The objective of,this
subproject is to establish empirical bases fort, selecting instructional and evaluative
procedures-for Navy training courses. The study revealed that the learner control mode
can be used in computer-based instrpctiOn without detriment to student performance:

The data are directed to researchers interested in applying computer-based instruc-
tion for training. They may be of particular interest to current users at North Island
Naval Air Station, San DiegO, CAIS3A Training), the Naval Guided Missiles School, Darn
Neck, VA , and the Navy leet Ballistic Missile Submar/ine Training Center, Charlesion,
SC. -

aThe cOntributions qf Dr. William A. King , who helped to monitor students &ring this .

project, and Ms. Betty/Whitehill, who helped to gather data, actsappreciated. Thanks are
also due to the per nnel of the Basic Electricity/Electronics School, Service School
Command, Naval Training Center (NTC), San Diego, whO participated in the project.

DONALD F. PARkER
Commanding Offieer



SUMMARY

Problem

Research, data have not established-the effectsof instructional presentation sequence
on performance in computer-based instruction (C6I). ; Data are,. needed to detet-mine
whether the learner control.mode of CBI, wherein presentation sequences may vary, is as
effective in-CBI programs as a programmed control mode.

Purpose

This stUdy compared the effects of several presentation sequences on lesson
performance to determine whether sequenceshas a significant effect on perforrnance, and
Whether using the same sequence consistently is more effective than not being consistent.

Approach

Thirty-:six studenU from the Basic- Electricity and Electronics School, Service School
Command,' San Diego, were randomly assigned to ode, of four groups, differing by' the
instructional.presentation sequence used. The first group saw lessons ih a rule-examples-
practice sequence (RU-EG-PR Group); the second, in an examples-rule-practice sequence

..(EG-RU-PR Group); the third, in a practice-examples-rule sequence (PR-EG-RU Group);
-and the fourth, in a random_sequence(RANDOM Group), The lesson materials were three
CBrIessons delivered via PLATO IV terminals, one on voltage in series circuits, and one
each on using,the Simpson Model 260,-5P multimet& as an ammeter and as a voltmeter.

Results
. ' 6 t, ,

There were .no consistent differences in performance ambng the -four groups during
the three lessons. The RANDOM Group appeared to be iuperior in the first .(Amp) lesson
on the major measurestime umber of responses and test score--43ut this superiority did
not continue in the other twqt lessons. An expectd superiority for the RU-EG-PR Group
(Lahey & Coady, 1978) did nt materialize.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Differen4 presentation sequences had little effect on overall lesson performance.
Instructional sequences selected by thclearner therefore are be expected tb be as
effective as those selected by the Lesson designer. Further investigation of -learner
cOntrol of presentatioit equence in CBI is therefore warranted to explore its motivational
and economic advantagls. Additional work should have the.foll6wing objectives:

.

The results of this study should `be confirmed with other Course materials and
er student populations.

2. Interactions should be ikwestigated between presentation mode and ear(er
.charxteristics such as internal-external locus of control.

3. The effect of learner Control of lesson strategy on learning to learn and teacher
independence,, as poitulated by Merrill (1973), should be studied longitudinally.

4. The Oossible cost ec6nomies pertaining to use of the learner control lesson
structure should be investigated.

vii
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a

Problem

INTRODUCTION

Research data- have not established the effects of instr_uctional presentation sequence
on performance in computer-basedinttruction (CBI). riata are needed to decide whether
the learner control mode of CBI, wherein instructionAl presentation.sequences vary, is as
effective ih CBI programs.as programmed control,

Background
-

cos

In the learner control.rnode of CBI recommended by M4rrill (1973), lesson content
consists of rules, examples, and %practice problems for each objective in the lesson,
collected in lesson segments. Each lesson segment is devoted to a specific learning
objectiv.e. The student is free to do the segMents in any' order, and to take the rules,
examples, and practice problems in any sequence (see Lahey, Crawford, Hurlock, 1976).
The sequence the student selects, exclusive of repetitions, defines the lesson strategy.
For example, a sequence of rdle-example-rule-practice-example-rule would be identified
as a rule-example-practice strategy. . Using this -definition, six basic instructional
strAtegies can be, defined: rUlerexamples-practice, 4-Ole-practice-examples, examples-
rule-practice, examples-practice-rule, practice-rule-examples, and practice-examples-
rule.

Lahey and Coady (198) compared the performance of students given control of
lesson strategy j a series of four computer-based lessons to pat of students studying
under programmed control. 'The results did not demonstrate motivational or pedagogical /

. kidvantages for the learner control mode. As in previous research (Lahey lk Crawford,
1976), the results shoWed that (Most of the students given learner control chose to use a
rule-example-practice strategy. It appeared that this strategy miet ibe insiructionally
superior, since students who used it made higher scores; but there were not enough data
for a conclusive analysis.- One of the recommendfflons,of the study was the gathering of
more data to compare the effects of different strategies. Bstablishing the superiority of
one strategy"over the others would raise doubts about the need for learner control, since
the supeior strategy could be incorporated into an adaptive firogrammed control mode.

Another qUestion left unanswerki by the 1978 study was whether .using one strategy
consistently is pedagogically superior to using several. Merrill (1973, 1975) advocated the
use of learner control on the grounds that it would feach stydents to learn and make them
.independent Of the teacher. He presumed that students would try diff4ent strategies,
then select tOe one that worked best. Lahey and Crawford (1976) and Lahey and Coady
(1978) found no indication :that .students compare alternate strategies. Students usually
Adopted a strategy early in their experience and used it more or less consistently.
Campbell and Chapman (1%7), studying the performance of elementary students given
ler---control in the classroom, also noticed this tendency. If students tend to be
satisfied with a strategy without determining that it is superior to other strategies,
Merrill's premise 'that giving students control 9f the presentation sequence will optimize
their performance is questionable. One way to evaluate the effect of selectinga less than
optimal strategy is to deliver stra 'es randomly .and compare student performance to
that recorded when a single strat-- used consistently. h

1
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Purpose

This study.compared the effects of three fixed strategies and a random presentatión
sequence ort student perf mance. The purpose was to answer the following estions:

I. Does lesson frategy have a significant effect on student perform ce?

2. Is a consistent lesson strategy mofe vffective than no consistent s ategy?

rt
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METHOD

Design c.$

a

The experimental design included four experimental groups studying three computer-
based instruction ,(CBI) lessons. Each group used one ot four preprogrammed lesson
strateg:ies: rule-examples-practice (R,U-EG-PR), examples-rule,practice (EG-RU-,PR),
practice-examples-rule (PR-EG-RU), ,or a randoM sequence (RANDOM). Lesson perfor-
malice data Were compared using.a one-way A419VA with planned comparis'ons based on
the following assumptions: (1) seeing the ede fkr.....s.t would facilitate recognition. of
essential attributes in examples and practice, (2), seeing. the rule and examples 'before
practice wouhLfacilitate performance during practict, (3) a fixed seqUence of p esenta-,
tion would be superior to a random sequence.

Subjects,
.

Fifty-two students selected from the Basic Electricity and Electronics (BE/E) School
by their learning supervisors were assigned at random to the experimental groups. Five
students withdrew before finishing all three lessons, and the data for eleven students were
lost due to program errrors. Consequently, groups of the following sizes were available
for analysis: Rtj-EG-PR = 9, EG-RU-PR = 9, PR-EG-RU = 8, RANDOM =-10. Data on the
compatibility Of the four groups as determined by Word KnoWledge (WK), Arithmetic
Reasoning (AR); and Electronic Information (EI) tests of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) are presented in Table 1. There was no significant difference
among the means on the different measures. ,

. Table

Compatibility of Experimental Groups on Word Knowledge 10,
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR), and Electronic Information (EI) T Sts

Al

Item RU-EG-PR. Ed-RU-PR R-EG-RU RANDOM
"v'

Individual Measures:

Mean WK
. SD ,

59
6.4

60
5.2

61
5.8

57
44

Mean AR 57 -' 60 57 58
SD 5.3 5.6 . 4.7 6.3

Mean EI 60 57 59 60
SD 3.0 - 5.4 5.8 6.9*

Number of-Students: 8 7a 8
b sc

*Cochran's C = 0.405, p < .05; one student with an El score of 48 accounts for most of the,
variance.

aEI data available for only 5 students.

bEI data available for only 7 students.

CEI dci.ta available for only 7 students.

4k.
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Experimental Period
. f.

' The experimental periceex tended from 20 April to 30'3une 1977.
. - -0, "

TrairliaLMaterials . ,...)

The training materials consisted of two CBI lessons on the use pf the Simpson Model
260-5P multimeter, obe to measure current firm and one to measure voltage, and a short
CBI lesson on voltage in series circuits. An introductory-CBI lesson that preceded the
training materials taught the student hOw to,use the comNter terminal.

The lessons were based on objectives and concepts identical to those in the
lesson, booklets used by The BE/E S400l for the lessons that the CBI lesson

replaced. The CBI.lessons were used as part of the regular course of instruction, and were
presented via standard PLATO Iy student terminals with touc4 panels.

AEP

Each lesson consisted of segments devoted to specific objectives, The lesson on use
of the multimeter as a DC ammeter (Amps Lesson) inclkided 9 objectives; the lesson on
voltage in series circuits (Voltage Lesson), 4 objectives; and the lesson on. use af the
multimeter 9.s a voltmeter (Volts. LessOn); 10 objectives. The lesson materials were
identical for eaCh group of students.

Each lesson segment consisted of rules, examples, and practice problems at easy,
mediUm, and hard levels of difficulty, an arrangerhent used previously (Lahey, Crawford,
& Hurlock,. 1976). The level of difficulty was Gie tet mined by the quantity and echnical
cornplty of the information in the presentation form (i.e., the rule, &camp ,
problein). Easy materials were used in one lesson segrneht in the Amps Lesson and two
lesson segments in the Volts Lessoi4S, and 'hard materials were used in three lesson
,segments in each of these lesscirts. Seventeen of the 23 lesson segments contained 'only
medium level materials. All problems contained re-try branching ind correct-incorrect
answer feedback.' Fill-in problems included prescriptive feesiback for common errOts. -

Students were reqt.iired tO meet a criterion of approximately 80 percerlt in eachof
three post4lesson tests. Students who failed to meercriterion were allqwed to choose any
lesson sernent they wanted and any presentation within each lesson segment for zxview.
They then' retook tbe test before:completing the lesson. 'The review, fcility was uied
most often &ring the Amps Lessons,Nwhen it was used by five RU-EG-PR 'Group students,

_ six EG-RU-PR Groui5 students,. six PR-EG-RU Group students, and one RANDOM Grpup
stude.nt.

1

Experimental Treatment

The experimental groups were guided thr9ugh the three: lessons in ,cirderAmps,
Voltage, Volts. Within _each lesson, they were guided through the lesson- segments in
order.. Withih the lesson.segments, each studenta,kvas guided through the pres4ion
sequence appropriate to his group: Usually the student started at the .medium le herj
saw examples and practice problems at the hard level. In one segment in the il on
and two segments in the Volts Lesson, the .students started at the easy level, t ved
on to rriaterials at the medium and hard levels. All training Was sell-paced.

. a
The presentation sequence for ihdividuals in theoRANDOM group yaried from student

to student and from segment to segment. At the start of each segment, the computer
randomly selected one of the three presentation forms. It then randomly chose one of thb

v
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remairiing two presentation forms, apd finakly presented -the 'last .cne. Thus; ,ir'i each

segment, the students in,the RANDOM Group could see one of the ihree basiC strategies
or one of. She other three possible strategiest,rule-praetire:examples; examples-practice-

"rule, or practice-rule-examples. The p.,Iratligin for lesson segme.ot terinin4tion required
seeing the same-number of exampleSand practice.problems as waS- requiied for students in
the other goups. 4. .. . .... '. .

6

, The fjrst irarne Within each lesson segment, was the same OR' all student'S .and
4

Consisted of tin expanded objective statement used-as an asdvance organiger.

Expetimeptai Measures
,/ . -r

counters- were' useCto track each students progresS through t 'te lesson, and a data
"trail" was prepared to identify_eaCh response, its latency, and the correctneSs,of $nswers

to questions. The data used for -analysis consisted,: of post-lesson'test Sorei (initial

41-tempt onlir), fatal...number of responses, time on the lesson;.,aRd the percentage of
, correct responses to practice problems at the medium level. Responses made, during thre,,

,

.
review periocl, and the time taken in re iew and in retaking the test, were. addedlo .the
student's-response and time totals. Retpo es to 'a questionnaire completed on concrusion
of the Volts,Lesson were also analyzed.

a

_
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RESULTS

Data indicating .the performance of the four' groups of' students, on all three Sgsons
are preSented in Tabl6 2.. Tests ibr homogeneity of variance and planned compariso
were performed for all mfeasures, Tabte 2 shoWs that .the perforrhance 'data were not
consistent atroSS the thr'ee lessons nor across the four fnajorvariables.,

Post-lessOrt test.scores diifered significantly among the groups in thg Voltage and
Volts Lessons .(df = 3,31, MSW..;=.-17.78,F 3,09,'p < .05; and fib= 3,26, MSW = 53.92, F

2.96; p <. .05; respectively): In the:.Voitaie Lesson, the perfbrmance of iTe PR-EG-
Group was inferior to that Of-the coMbinedRU-EG-PR and EG-RU-PR Groups (dt,w, ).31,
MO/ .= 17.78, F 2.16, p. < .05). The peribrrnance of the RANDOM c_frotip $ also
inferior' to that of th,-0 RU-EG-PR an'd EG-Rt..J-PR Groups. In the Volts. Lesson, The
performance of the' EQ-12..U-pR Group was inferior, to thatof the RU-E..".--R,R Group (di

1i29, MSW = 53,92, F = 2.32' p < .05), bUt the varianre for this group was significantly
greater than thy for the iither groups. No other comparisons were significant.

The rksponse iotals also differed -between the three lessons. There was a signifiCant

= ; osicti cant diffeeences orr-the Voltage or Volts Lessons.
difference in yfurnber. of on the Amps -Lesson lici f = 2245,

F 4.75, p < .01) There were n g
In the Amps Lesson, the PR-EG-RU GOO 'made significantly more responsel.iiian did-the
,other groups. Again, 1-,lowever, the variance far the deviant group is significantly greater
'than that for.the other groups. The comparison with then cornbined RU-EG-PR and E,G-

-PR Groups.,was significant, (df =,1,29, MSW = 2245 F = 2.91, p < .01). The planned
comparison of the:f4ced-sequence groups to the .RANDOM ,Group Was also significant
(df . 1,29, PjSW 22451 F 2.37, p < .05), but thiskfifference was attributable to the poor
lerformari the PR-EGIRU Group.

,

Thi. percentages correct, On meditim-leviLpractice problems differed significantly
between the"groups dUring the Amps Lesson: (df = 3,29; MSW 96.39, F = 64)8, p < .01).
.The. Rt..1-G-RR. Group had a:higher percentage Of correct scoreS on these problems than'
-dig the EG;11W-PR Group (df = 1,29; MSW, 96:39, .F = 2.78, p < -.01) or the PR-EG-RU-

'Group.(df ='1,29, MSW = 96.39, F 14.67, p < .01)). The comparison of, the combcinedgu-
EG-PR and ..E.G-RU-PR Grdups to,..the PR-EG-RU Grot113 was also significant. in thls leson
(df = t?9, M = F = 2.67, p < .05). 'The groups did not differ in perforMance as to

4
4

this 'Measure on the other two lessons, but the' PR-EG-RU Grotip had the lowe'st
percentage correct in all three iessôni. Moreover, in the Amps and volts. Lessons, the
percentage correct for the PR:EG-RU ..GrOup-iwas lower at the 4aiy and hard levels of-

% difficulty:as well. The difference was Significant only in the Amps Lesson, at the easy
level, whet/ the means for, this measure were 80.7, 71.1, 38.1, and 69.0 percent;
respectively. The F.R.E.G-Rt) Group differedfignificantly frorn the COmbintd RU-EG:PR

:.and EG-1W-PR GroUpg (df MSW = 563.78, F.= 26.82, p < .01).

Time the 'lesson giffe?eci-. significantly during the Amps and Volts Lessor:1
(df.= 3,29; MSW = 1164, F 4.61, p < :Oil and df = 3,26, MSW = 402.6, F = 4.20, p < .05,
respectiyely), 1:16t they-did not differ significantly 69 the Voltage Lesson- In the Amps
Lesson, students in the RU-EG-PR and EG-RU-PR Groups spent significantly less :time on

the lesson than did the PR-EG-RU Group (df = 1,29, MSW 1164.0, F 2.46,, p < .05).
Fixed-sequence groups spent significantly more time on thisiesson than did the RANPOM

,

I ..0

S.

. l&ased on Scheffe's multiple comjiarison procedure for unplanned comparisoris.
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Table 2

Lesson Peeformance Data

LassoniGroup
, -TpsiScore

(%)
Number of .
Responses

Ainps Lesson

RLI-EG.<PR 9 69.0 203
EG-RU-PR 7 69.1 192
PR-EG-RU 8 - 72.0 257d
RANDOM 9 80.1 173

Voltage Lesson

RU-EG-PR 9 97.3 146
EG-RU,PR 9 95.3 44
PR-ES-RU 7 92. 3f 50

- RANDOM , 10 92.2f 48

4. Volts Lesson

.11U-EG-PR
EG-RU-PR
PR-EG-R
RANDOM

6 ot

0 223
790g 258
.86.0 238
90.4 207-.

Prattice-Correctb, - Letson Time
(%) (Hours)

81. 9c
68.11 2:00
63. 6 2:48e
77.2 1:50

84.7 6:23
93.2 0:23
81.1 0:26
90.9 0:23

8.7.7 1(53
85.2 2:08
T.I3 2:05
88.0 -1:35h

) aDiffeyences in Ns reflt missing da a in computer grin outs.

.bMedium level.

csignificantly greater, than EG-RU-PR and*PR-:-EG-RU Groups.

significantly greater than othe roups, but Cochran's C = .52 , p < .05;
PR-EG-RU Group variance sig icantly greater.

eSignificantly lonser than other three groups.

ISignificantly sroaller than combined RU-EG-PR and EG-RU-PR Groups.

ilSianificantly smaller 'than RU-EG-PR, but CoChran's C:-. .597, g < .05;
EG-RU-PR Group variance significantly greater.

hSignificantlY shqrter than other three groups.
9.

te .
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Group (di . 1,29, MSW = 1164.0, F- p < ,.05)1 hut the difi*rence was due to thea,goor

perf9rmance of the PR-EG-RU Group, since the Oerflprmance of jhe NDOM Group did
not differ significantly froM that of the_CoMbined R -EG-PR and EG- Groups. On
'the Volts Lesson, the fixed-sequence groups spen significantly mote tifna -than: thee
RANDOM Group (df MSW =402.6, F 10.86 p < .01). None of the o.ther planned
time comparisons was signifidant. a.

da d indicate some dissatisfaction withoesttonnaire ta are presented' in Table 3
1CBI within the RU-EG-PR Group. Their replie to Question 5 (Enoue graphics?) and
'QueOdn 6 (Enouzh. examples?) were considerabl more negative than those of the other
groupS (df = 3, x' = 11 .96, p < .01) M. were the _replies to Question 7 (Enough practice
qUestions?) (df 3, 5z2 9.73, p < .05). The re lies to Question 12 ("What proPortion of
yotir training would you like to gee as CB1?") dif ered significantly :among groups.. The RU-
EG-PR Group response mean was signiticd ly lower than that of the other: groups
(df o 3,28, MSW 715.5, F 4.14, p < .b5). The RU-EG-PR Grdup also made more,
negative comments; 4 out of 5 comments AN negative4 as compared to 0,of 5; d of
anci I of 7 in the othergroups = 3, x2 7 12 I, p < .01).. There were no other significant
dilferences in the data. Only twq persbns n ;the RANDOM.-Group thOught the lesSons
were poorly organized and that the ,procedur s *ere troublesome. Considering the random
pretentation of the content, more students ight have made.this response.

I
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Table- 3

Qkkestionnaire Results

Rating RU-EG-PR EG-RU-PR PR-EG-RU RANDOM

/Lesson Rating:

Good .
Average
Poor .

Content Rating:
Easy
Average
Hard

Organization Rating:
Well organized
Average
Poorly.organized.

:Wm!

1. Logical lesson sequenCe?* y-9, N-a

2. Material difficult? Y-1, N-4.

Explanations adequate? Y-6, N-3

4. Rules helpful?' Y-6, N-3

5. Enough graphics? Y-5,'N-4

6. Enough examples? Y-5, N-4

7. Enough practice?: Y-5,,N-4

8. Lessons difficult? Y-1 N-8

9. -Enough time?

10. Adequate tests?
11. Procedures troublesoni
1,2. CBI prefere.ace ean):

13. Corn-men

N

Y- N-1

Y-6, N.-1

Y-1, N-6

Y-7, N-0 .

"Yr79.40-
Y-7, N-0"

Y-.6, N-1

Y-1, N-6

Y-7, N-0

,Y-7, N-0

Y-1, N-7 Y.L2, N-5

45% 91%

Generally GeneF:aily
, Negative . Favorable

3
4
1

8.

.110

y-i, N-7
Y-8, N-0

Y-8, N-0

Y-8, N-0

Y-8 N-0
Y-8, N-0

Y-0, N-

Y-8,

Y-8, 0

y-2, N-6
84%

Generally
Favorable

101

Y-10, N-0

N-9

Y-10, N-0

Y-9, N-1

'Y-10, N-0

Y-10, N-0.

Y-10, N-Ce

Y-0, N-10

Y-10, N-0

Y-10, N-0

;7*Y-2, N-8

78%

One Negative
Comment

*All.questions are abbreviated for report prlesentation.
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biscpssION

Lahey and Coady (197-8) found, no -difference between- subjects using a rule-example-
practice strategy in a programmed mode and those using the same strategy in a. learner
control mode. Their data suggested a possible advantage for, the student Who usually
Chose the'. rule-exaniple-practice -strategy over those, Who more often chose other
strategies. The current study finds no7advantage in consistent use cif the rüle,-example-
practice strategyover the ConsiStent-use Of an examples-rulepractice strategy.or random
'use of a variety cif available strategiei.4.Together, these two studies su::est that if there
is an advantage to the-rule-examples-practiCe strategy, it is slight.

T

The three primary measures used7test score, number of .#esponses, add time are
highly correlated, partiCularly in the Amps and Volts Lessons. The correlations between
test score and time in the three lessons are -.57, -.33, and -.74, respectively; those
between test score.,and total number of responses, -:57, -.17 (not significant), and -.83,
respectively; and those betWeen total responses and time, .76, .53, and 84, respectively.
For both the Amps and Volts Lessons, the ,correlations are significant at the .01 level; for
the, Voltage Lessons, the test score vs. time courelatior? (-.33) is sisnificant at the .05
level, and the total-response number vs. time correlation J.53)' is significant -at 'the 01
level. The high correlation and the absence of/consiitent trends iri the data confirm the
assumption that no single strategy is superior.

s

. ,An additional factor to be considerod when analyzing the data is the ceiling effects in
the Voltage dnd Volts Lessons. The indication, that the PR-EG-RU and RAVDOM Groups.
dip not do well on the test scores for the Voltage Lesson must be weighed against the
existence of the ceiling effect alkd the fatt that these groups had generally higher scores,
though not significantly so, in the Amps Lesson. In -addition, the mean test score for these
groups in the Volts Lessiln was not-significantly different from the mean test score for the
RU-EG-PR Group.

Cj 0 6

-*wile difficulty with t1. PR-BG-RU strategy seems\ to. have . been demonstrated.
.Studeats using this strategy ade' more- responses and spent mors time' on the Amps
Lesson than did students using l'he other strategies. The PR-EG-RU 'Group consistently
made more errors in all the lessons ihan, did fir other groups, although the differences
were significillr only in the. Amps Lessons. /

.

Vore than the other strategiesPR-EG-RU strategy is a distovery strategy. The
-Student must learn frOm his responses rather than from being told the rule, or by having it
implied in aJseries of examples. Since discoyeiy is not a usual teaching mOde, it is not
surprising triaikstudents do poorly when they first etwountor it. What is-surprising is that
they pick up the' technique well enough to perform'comparably to the other groups in later -
lessons... On balance; however, it would 'appear that 'the PR-EG-RU stiategy is ;the least .

effective of the strategies because it_ causes a greater number of errors in .. practice
problems. StrategieS such as this ohe may_be leis than optimal for 'efficient use of lesson
time and Should probably not be used for all students. Nevertheless, for those students
who already undevand the concept being presented, or for those who grasp it immedif.
ately,.the oition to7ielect practice.immediately can significantlx reduce training time.

.00°
4This study indicates that strategy has little effect on the student's performance. For

instructional designers interested in using the learner control mode of CBI, this finding is
encouraging. It means,that giving the student cqntrOl of the instructional-sequence has no
negati,:re consequences\ and may .offer technological advantages. For example, it
facilitates leSSon preparation (Hurlock & Slough9,1 976) by eliminating' the need to develop'

,



, elaborate branching-strategies, since the student makes the branching decisions. More-

over, Merrill (1973) suggestt that the'learner control mode'facilitates "ledming to learn"
and fiees the student from 'the dependepce on the teacher thus eliminating the need for
sensitivity to aptitude-treatment interaction (Merrill, 1975). Hurlock and Slough (1976)
note the possible economic advafttage of lessons prepaied in the format described by
Lahey, Crawford, and Hurlock (1976).

4
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CONCLUSIONS
-

On the basis of , this study and the previous finding that le r control arid
programmed control are equivalent lessonpresentatioh modes (Lah & Coady, 1974),
there appears to be no pedagogical disadvantage to using the. lerner control lesson
presentation mode as proposed by Merrill (1973). There rmay also be* no immediate'.
Pedtagogical advantage, but there may be, economic and technological advantages.
Whether. extended use wiLt provide the long-term pedagogical advantages suggested by
Merrill (1973) remains to be demonstrated.
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RECOMMENDATIONS /

Confirmation of these findings with other lesson materials and other student
populations 1s.desirable. Additional questions forlfuture research are whether interactions
between student characteristics and the instructional sequence result in significant
differences (Particularly, wlother teacher-independent students do better under learner
control conditicns while others do bettecin a programmed control mode), and whether the
tost savings indicated by Hurlock and. Slough (1976) would be realized if all lessons were
prepared' in :the learner control lesson mode. At least four, avenues of researCh are
suggested by the results of this and the previous study (Labey ac Coidyi 1973):

- r

- I. Confirm that learner 6ntrol is the equal of progr control for the average

2. Using other lesson materials, confirm that letson performance is not
significantly affected by the strategies a student might select.

3. Illtterrnine whether_ individual differences control the efficiency of the learner
control and programmed control modes.

4. Compare the cost I..tf developing CBI lesson materials using the' ;earner control
lesson structure with the costs associated with using other methods.

r
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